JUNE LIBRARY QUIZ

The Tags that provide the answers to the June Quiz are: APPLIQUE, BORDERS AND
KIDS. Look for Welcome Summer in the Tag (example: Kids, WELCOME
SUMMER). Yes, you get to choose a fat quarter prize if you complete the quiz.
Tag > Applique
1. Author Cynthia Tomaszewski has an idea on how to spend a summer
afternoon. What is the full title of her 2005 book?
2. Another author has 14 quilted projects from the garden.
Who is the author? And where is she working?
3. Becky Goldsmith has a few books in this Tag. What piece of a quilter’s
equipment doesn’t she use in this book. What is the full title?
4. If you’re new to Applique, which author has the book for you to start with?
Who is the author and what is the title of the book? There are two to
choose from, but only need one for this questions.
5. We have 2 copies of her 2012 book in our collection. Who is the author and
what kind of applique will she guide you through?
6. 50 blocks, 7 projects – who is the author and what material does she use
to Applique?
7. What is the title of the newest book in this Tag? What is the copyright date
and who is the author?
Tag > Borders
1. How many borders does Pat Speth offer in her 2010 book?
2. Which author offers Beautiful Borders, Backings & Bindings in her book?
3. Landauer Publishing offers step by step photos & instructions.
What’s the beginning of this book’s title?
Tag > Kids
1. What is author Marcia Layton creating with paint and fabric?
2. Happy Quilts by Antonie Alexander includes ___________ with Kid-themed quilts.
3. Another author is making more than quilts to help create a cute & cuddly
nursery. Who is she and what else is she making?
4. What is the title of the 2005 book from Quiltmaker Magazine?

Appliqué
Blocks
Colour
Dyeing/Painting
Fat Quarters
Kids
Modern
Seasonal
Strip Quilts

Art
Book plus Tools
Curves
Embellishments
Flowers/Gardens
Machine Piecing
Paper Piecing
Small Projects
Threadwork

Batik/Asian
Borders
Design
Fabric Collage
Geometrics
Machine Quilting
Scrap Quilts
Stars
Vintage

